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Australian Bauxite's CEO Ian Levy speaks to
Proactive Investors on road to production
Australian Bauxite's (ASX: ABZ) chief executive office Ian Levy spoke
exclusively with Proactive Investors.
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PROACTIVE INVESTORS
Just touching on the global aluminium market, how is it currently faring in
regards to supply and demand, and what are the drivers in potentially pushing
the price higher which would be a benefit to ABx?
IAN LEVY
Bauxite prices continue to steadily firm - for a logical reason.
What needs to be made clear is that there are different factors which affect the
price of bauxite and the aluminium price. Bauxite is first processed into alumina
and then into aluminium so there is an indirect link between bauxite and
aluminium. The bauxite price is mainly related to:
1. China's alumina (Al2O3) demand which is related to China's aluminium
demand; and,
2. Indonesia's bauxite supply constraints (scarcity factors & new export taxes)
The price of aluminium metal is a global market, related to many driving
factors, including:
1. Fabrication & consumption demand for the ~6,000 major uses for aluminium;
(45% consumption, 45% infrastructure (eg powerlines) & 10% electronic)
2. Electricity prices and power subsidies;
3. Relative cost of substitutes such as plastics, copper and zinc;
4. New smelting technology which lowers costs and increases production; and,
5. China's Al metal requirements and closure of southern China's older
smelters.
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The global aluminium market is currently in a state of oversupply, however, this is not likely to continue in the long term,
with the closure of older, less efficient smelters.
While the price of aluminium will benefit ABx, the main benefits to ABx are derived from China's increased alumina
demand and Indonesia's lessened supply of bauxite to external markets.
PROACTIVE INVESTORS
Indonesia has long been a global supplier of bauxite. Do you expect this to continue or is there a chance for companies
such as ABx to benefit?
IAN LEVY
Indonesia has begun cutting- back on exports of bauxite and as of 2014, tighter cut-backs and a 50% export tax will be
enforced in order to focus on the development of it's domestic bauxite feed to new alumina plants (under construction).
Since 9 May 2012, Indonesia began discouraging export through application of reduced export permits and new taxes,
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currently at levels of 25%. China relies upon bauxite, preferably from the Asia Pacific region, for their modern alumina
refineries which require a constant flow of bauxite and are uneconomical to switch on and off according to supply levels.

Fairly recently China has made concessions to Indonesia's intentions to develop their domestic market by entering into
joint ventures to build alumina refineries in Indonesia. This would effectively reduce the amount of bauxite available to
global markets from Indonesia.
So going forward we believe that Indonesia will be far less likely to feature as a major global supplier of bauxite and that
there is strong demand for other sources of bauxite for China's alumina refineries. Australia as a whole is well equipped
to benefit from this demand and ABx with it's unique bauxite qualities is well placed to benefit from and assist in fulfilling
this demand.
PROACTIVE INVESTORS
The ABx milestone of 100 million tonnes JORC Resources has already been passed what is the next resource /
reserve goal?
IAN LEVY
Having reached our milestone of 100 million tonnes of JORC resources a good six months in advance, our next
milestone is to reach 150 million tonnes of JORC Resources by end 2013/14 and 200 million tonnes by end 2014/15.
We of course have milestones relating to our individual projects which are not resource/reserve goal focused but steps
to production, such as obtaining mining leases, bankable feasibility studies, scoping feasibility studies, regulatory
approval.
PROACTIVE INVESTORS
With ABx already holding over 40 bauxite tenements in Australia covering almost 9000sqkms is the company strategy
to continue to increases resources in the short term or look for a path to development and production?
IAN LEVY
Our near-term mission is to start production as the global supply of bauxite leads to stronger prices. While we shall
continue to increase our resources as we continue exploration, we are also in the process of developing mines and
moving out of the pure exploration phase.
As outlined in my presentation to Proactive Investors we are concurrently working on three major projects, all at various
stages of development. Drilling success has been achieved at one of our Tasmanian deposits, with 6 metres of bauxite
recently discovered and we have commenced a scoping feasibility study ahead of schedule.
We commenced our application for our Goulburn-Taralga project for a mining lease early this year and are expecting to
announce the results of our pre-feasibility study, of which Marubeni Corporate are a 33% joint venture partner,
imminently. We also expect to move to pre-feasibility study stage for our Binjour project in 2013.
PROACTIVE INVESTORS
With projects covering several states in Australia, which project does ABx forecast could be the first to export ore to
Asian markets?
IAN LEVY
We are now anticipating that Tasmania and Goulburn in southern NSW could be the first projects exporting ore to the
Asian markets.
Please keep in mind that the average time to set up a mine takes 12 years, in our case we are fast-tracking this to 4
years. So we're moving very quickly with our path to production because of the 2014 deadline.
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PROACTIVE INVESTORS
When could investors look to see the first cash flows for ore exports from Tasmania, and will ABx use these funds to
bring additional projects on line or are there other plans for the allocation of cash?
IAN LEVY
We would expect to see cash flows for ore exports from our first to market project flowing through to ABx five months
after shipment to our first customer which we expect to start at the end of 2014.
We have mentioned the very large potential of our Binjour project and how a reasonable capital investment and
government action on infrastructure would be required to move this project along.
So while we anticipate benefitting to our very loyal shareholders via a higher share price, we will need to invest in
projects so that our shareholders can reap even better benefits.
PROACTIVE INVESTORS
Thank-you Ian.

Proactive Investors is a market leader in the investment news space, providing ASX "Small and Mid-cap" company
news, research reports, StockTube videos and One2One Investor Forums.

You understand and agree that no content published constitutes a recommendation that any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, or investment
strategy is suitable or advisable for any specific person. You further understand that none of the information providers or their affiliates will advise you
personally concerning the nature, potential advisability, value or suitability of any particular security, portfolio of securities, transaction, investment strategy, or
other matter.
You understand that the Site may contain opinions from time to time with regard to securities mentioned in other products, including company related products
and that those opinions may be different from those obtained by using another product related to the Company. You understand and agree that contributors
may write about securities in which they or their firms have a position, and that they may trade such securities for their own account. In cases where the position
is held at the time of publication and such position is known to the Company, appropriate disclosure is made.
However, you understand and agree that at the time of any transaction that you make, one or more contributors may have a position in the securities written
about. You understand that price and other data is supplied by sources believed to be reliable, that the calculations herein are made using such data, and that
neither such data nor such calculations are guaranteed by these sources, the Company, the information providers or any other person or entity, and may not be
complete or accurate.
From time to time, reference may be made in our marketing materials to prior articles and opinions we have published. These references may be selective, may
reference only a portion of an article or recommendation, and are likely not to be current. As markets change continuously, previously published information and
data may not be current and should not be relied upon.
The contributors make every effort to ensure that the information and material contained in this report is accurate and correct and has been obtained from
reliable sources. However, no representation is made about the accuracy or completeness of the information and material and it should not be relied upon as a
substitute for the exercise of independent judgment. Proactive Investors does not accept any liability, including negligence, for any loss or damage arising from
the use of, or reliance on, the material contained in this report. There are general risks associated with any investment in securities. Investors should be aware
that these risks might result in loss of income and capital invested.
WARNING: No recipients should rely on any recommendation (whether express or implied) contained in this document without obtaining specific advice from
their advisers. All investors should therefore consider the appropriateness, in light of their own objectives, financial situation and/or needs, before acting on the
advice.
DISCLOSURE: The Company, its directors, associates, employees or representatives may not effect a transaction upon its or their own account in the
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investments referred to in this report or any related investment until the expiry of 24 hours after the report has been published.
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